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ABOUT

“Award-winning Writer/Director Pag Kravvas is known for his unique and “outside the box” filming style.
A very cinematic storyteller, Pag ‘’breathes’’ the language of Film, knowing how to translate it into script form and 
how to visualize it in the most creative and enchanting way.
As a Writer/Director he has a personal engagement and natural 
empathy with his scripts and characters and he is drawn towards 
imaginative, dark, unusual and deeply emotional stories – a fact so 
clear and straightforward in the whole body of his work and 
especially in his last feature film THE DEATH I DREAMED OF.

An INTRO Note

Hello to you all Unilever and Dove Team,

My name is Pag Kravvas and I’m a London based, award-winning Film Director and Screenwriter.  
Born and bred Greek, I studied Film-Directing and Script-Writing in both Greece and the US (New York Film 
Academy). In my early years I worked as an Assistant Director on Greek and International (mostly US) Films 
– and then I had a long and fruitful career in the Greek Entertainment Industry directing features, prime-time
television series and also music videos for some of Greece’s most loved indie artists and bands.
My last feature film back home titled THE DEATH I DREAMED OF has won 6 awards in total at various 
International Film Festivals and has a UK and a US distribution – and it was after my film’s theatrical release and 
festival circuit that I decided to walk the extra mile and move to the UK. 

You are more than welcome to visit my website at www.panagiotiskravvas.com and my upcoming film’s web-
site (currently at prep stage here) at www.cominghomefilm.co.uk – and here are a couple of links to some of my 
works:
Demo Reel
Music Promos, Television Series Reels and more
“COMING HOME” Film 2016-2017

My “You have your daughter’s smile” treatment and overall proposal follows and I truly hope you will enjoy.

Cheers,
Pag

Panagiotis (aka Pag) Kravvas
Film Director-Screenwriter

Mob: +44 (0) 790 570 4542
E-mail: contact@panagiotiskravvas.com
Website: http://www.panagiotiskravvas.com 

http://www.panagiotiskravvas.com
http://www.cominghomefilm.co.uk
https://vimeo.com/57391280
https://vimeo.com/channels/960493/videos
http://www.cominghomefilm.co.uk
http://www.panagiotiskravvas.com


AN OVERVIEW 

PITCH-LINE

In sign language and in written, it’s true what DOVE says dear Mother: you have your Daughter’s smile.

ONE-LINE

In an English class for Deaf children in Tokyo, a Dove’s pantomime sketch (as part of the class) is interpreted, 
in sign language and in written, the only true, DOVE way: 
our dear Teacher and Mother, you have your Daughter’s smile.

STORY-LINE

In a School for Deaf children in Tokyo, the Teacher/Mother and her Daughter/Auteur (in her Dove costume 
and role) join forces for the English class. Through the Dove’s pantomime performance and some lyrics to 
follow, in sign language and in written, to the children and to the adults both, DOVE’s only truth is interpreted 
and overall revealed: our dear Teacher and Mother, you have your Daughter’s smile.

MY INITIAL MOTIVE, IDEA AND APPROACH

“We welcome any type of creative artist to interpret this brief to create a film that celebrates mothers’ 
continuing strong relationships with their growing daughters.”
“This story must be presented as a film format execution.”

There you have my initial motive: it’s actually your creative approach towards not an exclusively, commercially 
bred and probably hands-all-in filmmaker but to a true storyteller, to a film director or a creative of equals and 
of all other alternative fields – yet still (more than) capable though, to execute his creative idea in a film-format 
environment.
So, I decided most definitely to apply – but then I needed a good story, a solid script to tell. 
It was then that your brief ’s word “interpret” stuck in my mind – what if I could come up with not only a film 
but also with other forms of art that could be included and interpreted to this film as well – pantomime for 
example? 
What if I could include (and interpret) other than film and its usual filming language (sync speech and sound, 
voice over commentary) - Written language, sign language, body (as in pantomime) language?

And then, baring all of the above in mind, I came across this article 
on my Google search. 

Teaching English at a Japanese Deaf School
by: Ikuko Murayama

It is a recent trend in Japan that the current course of study in English 
classes for secondary schools has placed more emphasis on commu-
nicative ability. Various English tests and entrance examinations also 
require listening and speaking performance. For deaf students, should 
speaking and listening be emphasized in English classes in order to 
increase foreign language communication skills? What is the most 
effective way to teach English in a deaf classroom? To what degree can deaf students develop their communication 
skills in another language?

About 40 deaf secondary students (junior + senior high school) are learning at the Kyoto school for the Deaf now. 
All the students are encouraged to wear hearing aids, but most of them are not fully able to even hear their own 
voice. 



Therefore, various communication modes such as sign language (which may be considered their mother tongue), 
finger spelling, lip reading and vocalization, are used among the students.  Classes are mainly taught in spoken 
Japanese using sign language.

Language is very important for people in order to access information and to communicate with each other. Chil-
dren with normal hearing acquire a language system and get information through the experience of 
repeatedly hearing words from their family and people they interact with in society. Deaf children grow up 
outside this environment and have very different experiences because of their lack of hearing. It is a very 
difficult task for them to acquire a language, even Japanese. As a result, most deaf students have low Japanese 
ability and this also affects their ability in the English classroom. What can teachers do to teach a foreign 
language when students do not have any other basic language skills?

First, the important thing is to try not to create an inferiority complex in the students for learning languages. Deaf 
students need to gain confidence in understanding what teachers are doing in class. For deaf students, learning 
through the use of any kind of communication mode in class is part of the process of developing their communica-
tive abilities. Through learning a foreign language, students can simultaneously learn the Japanese language and 
also increase sign language skills. 

Another point to be mindful of is giving students many chances to discover both the world outside the one they 
know and the new world inside. When students learn a foreign language, they learn its culture and 
explore the world in relation to their own interests. Learning a language means not only increasing their skills in 
terms of grammar and vocabulary, but also understanding the background of the foreign language. 
A language represents the environment in which it is spoken. Awareness of the variety of cultures in the world 
may lead to more successes in communication within deaf students’ lives.

Additionally, increasing their motivation to communicate with other people is important. Deaf students tend to 
live in a very small world around them that consists of home, school, and maybe a part time job or other activi-
ties. Students are satisfied talking with the few people they know who can speak using sign language in their home 
area. In a sense, teachers at deaf school are the main people they communicate with in their world. Information 
provided by teachers has a great influence on their students’ lives. ALTs, whom students must communicate with 
in a foreign language, have an opportunity to open students’ eyes to the outside world and hold the power to 
change the course of their lives. Students who learn from ALTs not only gain language skills but also learn about 
the foreign culture which ALTs introduce them to. Deaf students can experience first-hand the ALT’s different 
communication style and their underlying value system through the time spent interacting with their foreign 
teachers. It brings out, to a greater or lesser extent, the students’ motivation to explore the outside world.

Acquisition of adequate language skills is not the only aim for teachers of deaf students and ALTs. It would be 
great if students could also gain successful command of inter-cultural communication in tandem. Japanese Eng-
lish teachers teaching alongside ALTs may help open their students’ minds to the outside world, foreign cultures, 
and different viewpoints that students may not have thought of otherwise. English team teaching classes have the 
ability to develop this potential in Japanese deaf students.

The rest is just History – and a couple of hard days (most exciting) writing work.



MY OVERALL CREATIVE APPROACH

We have included body, sign and written language to the standard filming one – we have included pantomime as 
another form of art to our initial film one – what if we included also a documentary, a “making of ” film of this 
unique film as we build it and create it from scratch?
Confused, puzzled and intrigued? Please bear with me and follow my trail of thought.  

CASTING

For the Character of the middle-aged Teacher/Mother we cast Japanese Teachers of all Education Sections and 
everyday Japanese women in and around the London area. 
For the Character of the Daughter/Auteur in her thirties, we cast Japanese mime artists and street performers in 
and around the London area.
For the 4-5 Japanese children aged 10-15, we cast everyday Japanese boys and girls in and around the London area.
In addition to the above, we cast an English sign language teacher within the London area. 
This selected teacher will guide the selected cast through the principles of sign language, will work with the cast on 
the (script-needed) sign language and will teach them how to use this sign language during the preproduction of 
this film.
This whole creative preproduction process of initiating/ tutoring/rehearsing will also be filmed and edited to an 
agreed with you length and duration and will be at your disposal as a kind of a “making of ” doc of this film – and it 
can either be used as an intro to the long (or a longer) version of the original film or it can be a totally separate film 
file, media-linked to the original film.

FILMING LOCATION                                            
SET-UP AND PROPS                                                            
MAKE-UP, HAIR AND COSTUMES

Location-wise we are looking at a functional (private most likely) school or a public building that meets our 
criteria (long corridor, classroom alike hall) within the London area – with the emphasis given on a non-obviously 
and typically British characterized exterior.
For the rest we are looking at an overall realistic and everyday approach and on an up-to-date basis and logic – this 
time with the emphasis given on the exceptional pantomime Dove costume.

MUSIC

The script was written with Franz Peter Schubert’s “Ave Maria” masterpiece of classical music in mind (and on 
speakers). 
With a large number of covers/performances available in all music libraries (most of them royalty free or that can 
be purchased at a low price), I really can’t think of a music piece better to set the mood, feel and tone for this film. 

Link: https://youtu.be/2bosouX_d8Y    

https://youtu.be/2bosouX_d8Y


VISUAL, FILMING AND EDITING APPROACH

I’m thinking of this film as a strict, solid and classy one, with a high-end Japanese feature film-alike feel 
to it.

In order to stay close to The Mother and the students (the girl student in particular) and their expressed 
feelings and emotions we maximize the use of  “depth of field” and in a way separate the foreground from 
the background: we emphasize on warm and vivid colors and in action details in focus and on the 
foreground while we keep out of focus neutral decor colors, shapes and figures and an over-exposed 
daylight on the background.

We emphasize and extensively use extreme close-ups on hands that stretch, write or sign and faces that 
express feelings, silently talk or smile.

We film with camera-on-tripod(s) and with a number of small and precise tracking shots the students 
and The Teacher’s action and their inner (sign language) journey – while we film with a steadicam The 
Dove’s (all around the classroom) action and her outer (pantomime in motion) journey.

We combine and mix-up the two styles for the ending of the film – where the two adults and the girl 
student share the DOVE truth, come close to one another and (in their own way) share the moment and 
unite.

The editing pace comes in complete harmony with the filming pace – and the two with the “Ave Maria” 
masterpiece one: we edit at a smooth and steady, “all good things come to those who wait for a caring 
smile at the end” principal.

Controversy to all the above in both its filming and editing aesthetics comes the “making of ” doc piece of 
the film: edgy and sharp and with a vibrant feel to it. 

Filmed mostly with a hand-held camera and with an all-in-one zoom lens at hand, it emphasizes in the 
heat of the moment, on strong (and out of the expected and ordinary) lines and shapes and angles and 
frames captured along the way and embraces vivid colors, loose ends and overpowering snap-shots of the 
preproduction process.

Edited with excessive, “violent” cuts and in an almost rough and unconventional way, it pictures and 
sums up the “alive and kicking” urge and pace and the overwhelming “we are all in this together and 
hard work is on the table and we are on our way to a great film and a unique message delivered” struggle.







THE PRODUCTION EXECUTION

THE COMPANY

CINERGY is a fellow Production Company that I and my own production company RAIN DOGS LTD have 
teamed up with and we work together on my upcoming feature film “Coming Home (In the Fairest of the 
Seasons)”.
Together we will see the film’s production execution through, from its early prep stage to its overall completion.

THE START-UP TEAM

Writer, Director, Producer: Pag Kravvas  
Executive Producer: Robert Cairns 
DOP/Cinematographer: Yana Rits-Cairns 

THE GEAR AND CREW

We will work on Arri Alexa Mini and with the Arri Carl Zeiss Ultra Prime Lenses Series (16-24-32-50-85mm).
To what is considered a standard film crew, a steadicam operator will be added.

THE EDITING AND POST-EDITING SUITES

We will edit on the Adobe Premiere Pro CC Editing Suite and we will color-grade on the After Effects Suite.

THE TIME SCHEDULE

Assuming that you make your final decision on the filmmaker commissioned within two weeks (that is by the 
5th of December) and all the necessary contacts, clarifications and initial arrangements and agreements that 
normally follow are over by the end of next week (that is by the 11th of December), a brief time schedule for our 
film stands as follows:

Casting for all our talent and the sign language teacher as well as location scouting: 12-23 of December.

We have a Christmas holiday break from the 24th of December till the 3rd of January 2017 – and during this 
break I’ll be working on the casting and the location scouting results.

On the 3rd of January I will provide for you a media file with:

Two alternative options and my personal proposal for each of our main talent cast: The Teacher/Mother, The 
Daughter/Auteur and The Girl Student.
My proposals for the rest of the cast and the sign language teacher, as well as for our rehearsing/filming location.

Assuming again that we have an agreement on all the above and I’m green-lighted to proceed on by Monday 
the 09th of January (and bearing in mind that the actual film shooting and its rehearsal/doc shooting can only 
take place on weekends due to the children and their weekly school classes to attend), the rest of the film’s time 
frame stands as follows:     
    

http://www.panagiotiskravvas.com
www.cinergyfilm.com
www.yanarits.com


  
Pre-Production week 1: 10–13 of January.
Rehearsal/Doc shooting on location weekend: 14-15 of January.
Pre-Production week 2 and Post-Production week 1 (Doc’s first cut editing week): 16-20 of January.
Film shooting on location and Doc’s first cut delivered weekend: 21-22 of January.
Post-Production week 2 (Film’s first cut and Doc’s final cut editing week): 23–29 of January.

On Monday the 30th of January the Doc’s final cut and the Film’s first cut will be delivered to you – and 
depending on the changes need to be made on the Film’s first cut, the final Film’s cut will be provided 
within a couple of days or by the end of the week (30th of January – 05th of February) at latest.   

We can definitely squeeze things up to a point if the 21st of January is your absolute and final deadline - 
I doubt though if we can meet the above date (but we can certainly give it a fair try and really come much 
more closer).         

THE BUDGET

A (rough) breakdown on the 31,500 euro budget for your film stands as follows:

Writer, Director, Producer (that’s me): 4,000 GBP.

Cast (all talent and sign language teacher): 9,000 GBP.

Music Rights, Rehearsal/Filming location, Set-up/Props/Costumes: 3,000 GBP.

Pre-Production and Production Execution: 8,000 GBP (includes the Executive Producer’s and all Crew 
Unit fees, Equipment, Transport and Catering etc.).

Post-Production Execution: 3,000 GBP (includes the Editor’s fee and Post-Production/Editing Suites).

The above sums up to a total 27,000 GBP budget – that equals (more or less) your budget for this Film.

WRAP UP

My full Script follows and wraps up my “You have your daughter’s smile” Film proposal.

I want to thank you all for taking the time to consider my treatment. I hope we’re standing on common 
ground here – so, fingers crossed, we’ll all be together on this one and we’ll see this film through to the 
end.

All the best and thanks again,

Pag   



VIDEO MUSIC AND AUDIO

EXT. SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF – DAY

We establish the exterior and the entrance of a school 
building, while SUPERS at the bottom of the screen fade 
in and out – and they read: Tokyo, Japan, School for the 
Deaf.

“AVE MARIA”
 SCHUBERT fades in  and unravels

INT. CORRIDOR – DAY

At a school corridor and in front of a closed classroom 
door and its sign that reads “English class”, stand two 
Japanese women:
An elegant middle-aged woman in a classy suit: The 
Teacher.
A pretty young woman in her thirties in a dove costume 
from the neck down, holding the upper part of the suit in 
her hands: her Daughter.

The Teacher smiles at her daughter who smiles back at her, 
sighs and finally wears the last part of the costume: the 
dove neck and head.

The Teacher slowly opens the door and guides her 
daughter in.

“AVE MARIA”
 SCHUBERT unravels

Door creaks open

INT. CLASSROOM – DAY

We are in a classroom of four-five Japanese students aged 
10-15 years old and the class is underway.

From behind a folding screen in the room corner The 
Dove pops out and walks around in a funny way and The 
Teacher (in sign language) asks the students to name what 
they see.

All the students but a girl student at a faraway end desk 
raise their hands – and The Teacher picks one who (in sign 
language) names The Dove.

The Teacher walks over to the blackboard and writes 
“a dove”, while the girl student picks up her pencil and 
sketches a dove at a white piece of paper in front of her.

The Teacher next turns the classroom’s projector on: to 
stills of winter landscapes, full of snow.

Again all the students but the girl at the back raise their 
hands – and after a couple of student picks (in sign 
language) like “land” or “snow”, one names The Winter.

The Teacher walks to the blackboard and writes “in the 
winter”, while the girl student writes at the white piece of 
paper: “winter”.

“AVE MARIA”
 SCHUBERT unravels

The Dove jumps out and walks around in a funny way

Chalk writing on blackboard
Pencil sketching on paper

Projector on and running

Chalk writing on blackboard
Pencil writing on paper

SCRIPT



The Dove now walks up and down the classroom, 
mimicking a long and exhausting travel through winter 
time – and after a couple of student picks (in sign language) 
like “walk”, “time” and “for miles”, The Teacher walks to the 
blackboard and writes: “had to walk for a mile”. 

The girl student at the end desk writes at her piece of paper: 
“mile”.

The Dove next goes all around the classroom, mimicking 
a long and persistent search for food, until she disappears 
behind the folding screen – and seconds later she pops out 
again, holding a piece of dough in her hands.

After student picks (in sign language) like “food”, “look for”, 
“find” and “dough”, The Teacher writes on the blackboard: 
“to find a piece of dough” - and the girl writes at her paper: 
“dough”.

The Dove now mimics a huge and delicious meal over the 
piece of dough that ends with a rub on her belly and a big 
smile – and after student picks (in sign language) like “eat”, 
“meal”, “belly” and “smile”, The Teacher finally writes on the 
blackboard: “to fill his belly and have a smile”.

The girl student at the end desk writes at her piece of paper: 
“have” – and she adds an “s” in front of the word “mile” so 
the word now reads: “smile”.

The Dove now removes her Dove face and bows to the 
children and The Teacher introduces her to all (always in 
sign language) as “Our Auteur and my Daughter” – and 
while all the students applaud, the girl student at the faraway 
end desk adds a line to the “o” of the word “dough” and turns 
it into a “daugh” – and then she circles with her pencil the 
“ter” from the written word “winter” and adds it at the end of 
“daugh” – so the word now altogether reads: “daughter”.
                                                                        
                                                                      TIME LAPSE.

All the students exit, as the English Class is now over – and 
the last in line to exit is the girl student from the faraway end 
desk.

She walks slowly (and with her eyes glued to the floor) all the 
way up to The Teacher and her Daughter – and she comes to 
a grinding halt just in front of them.

She hands a paper ball over to The Teacher, raises her eyes 
and smiles at her – and then she lowers her eyes again and 
exits in a hurry.

The Teacher unfolds the paper – and under the initial pencil 
sketch of The Dove the note reads: 

“You have your daughter’s smile”.

The Dove walks up and down, gradually slowing pace and 
breathing heavily 

Chalk writing on blackboard

Pencil writing on paper

The Dove walks at a slow pace sniffing and searching around

Chalk writing on blackboard
Pencil writing on paper

The Dove chews and bites over the dough and then rubs her 
belly and moans

Chalk writing on blackboard

Pencil writing on paper

Children loud and enthusiastic applaud

Pencil writing on paper

“AVE MARIA”
 SCHUBERT unravels

Students exit

The girl student slowly walks to the two women

The girl student exits in a hurry 

Paper ball that unfolds

“AVE MARIA”
 SCHUBERT crescents and fades out
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